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About This Game

ZANGEKI WARP is the newest game from Japan’s doujin shooting game specialists ASTRO PORT.
Take control of the hyperdimensional fighter craft ‘ZanFighter’ and use its advanced warp functions to defeat an army of space

beasts controlled by an evil scientist!

ZANGEKI WARP’s warp capabilities bring a new twist to the style of Gradius, R-Type, and X-Multiply, and are the key to
overcoming thrilling stages filled with traps and obstacles that would be impossible in regular shooting games. Use the warp

functions to stop time, instantly warp through enemy fire and obstacles, and even to destroy enemies.

Overview

The year is 2054, and the galactic civilization faces an imminent threat of annihilation. Vicious BEMs (‘Bug Eyed Monsters’)
developed by the evil genius scientist Doctor Benomiya have escaped containment and gone berserk.

The Super-Electric Research Center deploys the space combat craft ‘ZanFighter’ to the fortress of Benomiya on a mission to end
the onslaught of the BEMs before they end civilization.
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The small, but powerful ZanFighter is equipped with the super weapon ‘Warp Slash’, which makes it the only craft capable of
surviving the myriad of traps in Benomiya’s fortress and countering the BEM menace.

The battle begins: Earth’s most powerful combat craft against the galaxy's deadliest threat.

Hyperdimensional Fighter Craft ‘ZanFighter’

A space fighter craft developed by the Super-electric Research Center, home of the legendary giant robot Supercharged Robot
VULKAISER.

ZanFighter specializes in close combat and possesses a variety of special capabilities including ‘Warp Slash’ and ‘Dimensional
Shockwave’. Its sophisticated and highly advanced automated systems allow its pilot to concentrate on maneuvering, firing the

weapons, and effectively utilizing the warp functions listed below.

Warp Slash
The Warp Slash is a more advanced version of the ‘Tokitome Warp’ used by the combat android ‘Meguriro’ during the Gogoh

War of 1977. When activated, the warp effect stops time and transmits the ZanFighter almost instantaneously to the designated
coordinates.

  Warp transmission utilizes multiple dimensions, allowing the ZanFighter to pass through any type of physical matter, including
enemy bullets and obstacles. At the same time, it inflicts slicing damage upon any enemies that lie in the path of the warp.

Dimensional Shockwave
This area-effect attack inflicts damage upon any enemies present at the warp destination upon completion of the warp. Both the

‘Dimensional Shockwave’ and ‘Warp Slash’ make use of the distortion in the fabric of space caused by warping.
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Decoy
Projects a holographic image of the ZanFighter at the warp origin. The hologram acts as a decoy, distracting enemy visuals and

sensors, and drawing their fire. Decoys will disappear after a set amount of time, but a new Decoy can be redeployed at the
ZanFighter’s current position when the warp is engaged again.

Magno-Electric Shield
A defensive shield that can protect the ZanFighter against one enemy attack. The shield activates when the shield energy reaches

full charge. Shield energy charges automatically and also increases when enemy capsules are collected.

Omega Crash
Triggers when the Magno-electric Shield deactivates. Massive energy stored in the shield is instantly released, inflicting large

damage on enemies in the surrounding area. This weapon that can turn the tables of a desperate situation.
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★★★ ZANGEKI WARP ★★★

Created by ASTRO PORT
ASTRO PORT is a three-man Japanese development team whose collective message to the world is, ‘This is how fun action

shooting games can be!” ASTRO PORT’s deep catalog of rock solid shooting games also features GIGANTIC ARMY,
SATAZIUS, Supercharged Robot VULKAISER, and STEEL STRIDER.

Localized & published by Nyu Media
Nyu Media, Ltd. is a leading localizer and publisher of independent Japanese video games. By combining high quality

localizations, broad distribution and accessible price points, Nyu Media enables global gamers to fully enjoy excellent indie
titles as well as support the indie game development in Japan.

For more information about Nyu Media & other quality Japanese indie games, visit or follow us at:
Homepage: http://www.nyu-media.com

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/NyuMediaLtd
Twitter: @nyumedia
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zangeki warp

Why did I spend $5 on this?.   Until I Have You  is a game where you play as the elusive Shadman, wherein you must save your
fiancée from the clients you previously worked with. 

But seriously, I got this on sale and it was pretty good for less than a dollar. I wouldn't really recommend full price as some parts
of the game are unpolished (My chief complaint being the lack of a game speed setting, freezing at checkpoints and at the start
of levels, and not being able to change the resolution.)

Other than that, the game is excellent for the price I got it at; Perhaps you'll find it worth the full price?

64/100. Good side scroller lots of upgrades and lots of fun recommended highly. I believe this pack contains the Extreme
WTCC cars. Quite simply as well as the other stuff, these cars are the ones race 07 should really have been built around. 600
BHP of ripsnorting, tyre rippling, tarmac tearing animals. With the aids turned on it takes the game to a new level of handling,
grip, speed, and competition. Little known gems in the race07 world.

Simply put the Race07 and ALL its add ons - are all low cost on steam - and yet they provide PC gamers with a tour de force for
car racing. The graphics are not bleeding edge. Irrelevant. They provide the base needed to let you drive and the game is terrific.

. Good idea but, poor mechanics make it unenjoyable.. A Wipeout clone. Works for me! Can't wait to test multiplayer!. Do not
buy this game it is a waste of your money and effort. the gameplay is just bad and its not even fun. go play something else like
Ultimet Chicken Horse or Castle Crashers. it is just horrible and i am deleting it form my systom it is that bad.

Half the time I dont even know what i am doing. For Four dollers do not wate your money i think this game should be free. The
worst part about this is I dident get my refund.
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idk but i got it for free. I think this is a great VR game. Very interesting gameplay, good graphics, very beautiful moments in the
game, I spent about 10 hours in this game, which is an absolute record for me in VR games, I advise everyone who has VR. Few
decent games on VR comes out in our time, this is one of them.. This Game is♥♥♥♥♥♥:|
. Very short, cheap and simple stationary shooter in colorful retro-futuristic aesthetics. 180 degrees, 4 levels in underwater base,
3 guns and a sword, 3 difficulty levels. Can be beaten in half an hour on easy difficulty, but the game is fairly brutal on anything
else so it could take hours of practice to beat hard mode.

Also achievements are broken atm.. Awesome game! but it's very hard.. i reach 0% every time im close to victory on night 1
X3. Feels like Civ with niche factions. I honestly don't know why I got this it got boring really quick just like endless space.
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